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Jason TAY is the Head of Business Development and Head of Government Relations in M-DAQ; a 

Singapore based Fintech Company focused on providing innovative Foreign Exchange solutions to 

empower the vision of a World without Currency Borders. In his capacity, Jason is responsible for 

the coverage of the firm’s institutional clients that span across Global Ecommerce Platforms, 

Regional Corporates, Stock Exchanges to Fintech heavyweights across the region, as well as 

organizing the firm’s infrastructure and partnerships for growth and expansion. In his role leading 

Government and External Relations, Jason engages and works closely with regulators, industry 

associations banking federations as well as government entities to spearhead company initiatives 

with these important stakeholders to further the firm’s corporate development roadmap. 

 

In his capacity, he is also in charge of leading the firm’s foray into the world of Web 3.0, and since 

2021, has been engaging closely with Blockchain Foundations and providing consultative advice 

on Hedging and Treasury management to C-suite executives in the world of Centralized 

Exchanges (CEX) and Decentralized Finance (DeFi). Jason is also a Lecturer at the Singapore 

Management University (SMU), where he teaches postgraduate and working professionals on 

topics involving Web3.0 and Blockchain. 

 

Jason  also serves as the Strategic Consultant to an Israeli founded Crypto Project backed by the 

Royal Family of Abu-Dhabi, advising the founders on tokenomics and the project’s whitepaper.   

 



Prior to joining M-DAQ, Jason accumulated more than 12 years in Corporate Investment Banking 

covering the Asia Pacific region across a myriad of industries ranging from Oil & Gas / Energy, 

Technology, Consumer Goods, Automobiles, Défense to Diversified Industries. He held the role of 

Director (Coverage) for Regional Multinationals based out of Singapore as well as the Country 

Banker for Thailand and Indonesia in Societe Generale up till 2019. He also held Origination and 

Regional Coverage roles in J.P. Morgan, Standard Chartered Bank and Citibank as part of his 

Banking career. 

 

Jason holds a Bachelor of Business Management (Honours) Degree from the Singapore 

Management University.  

 


